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Context
- Tropical cloud feedback  major source of uncertainty for projections (e.g. Vial et al., 2013)
- Feedback related to circulation: - mean state strength (e.g. Fasullo and Trenberth, 2012)
- response (Su et al., 2014)
- shallow circulation (Sherwood et al., 2014)
- Importance of shallow convective mixing (via humidity) (Zhang et al., 2014, Sherwood et al., 2014), turbulence (Qu and Hall, 2015)

Fasullo and Trenberth (2012)
Sherwood et al. (2014)
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I. (Constraint with the) mean climatological state
Relationships valid in a simple dynamical regime decomposition? Other relationships? Explanations?
 CMIP5 Coupled & AMIP models analysis

II. (Constraint with the) annual cycle
Relationship with spatial changes in the annual cycle (and interannual variability)
 CMIP5 Coupled & AMIP models analysis
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- Tropics (30°S-30°N)
- Only ocean, ascending and subsiding regions (wap500)
- 19 CMIP5 models (1 version per model)
- λtrop : tropical radiative response parameter from Gregory linear regression in the tropics

II. (Constraint with the) annual cycle
Relationship with spatial changes in the annual cycle (and interannual variability)
 CMIP5 Coupled & AMIP models analysis
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Tropical feedback vs tropical circulation
High sensitivity models characterized by:

Effect of a decrease of shallow vertical transport
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BL and cloud layer thermodynamic
Effect of a decrease of shallow vertical transport
in a QTCM (Neggers et al., 2007):
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Relative humidity
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CRE in ascending region
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Tropical feedback vs local monthly albedo response index α (annual cycle)
regression
Region: 30°S-10°S, ocean
Time period: 15years
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 Consistent with Gordon and Klein (2014)

Summary
Coupled models with larger tropical radiative feedback have:
- Deeper circulation, larger atmospheric energy export from ascents to subsiding regions.
- Cooler and drier BL in subsiding regions
- Larger Tas difference between ascending and subsiding regions
 May be explained by smaller CRE (larger incoming energy) in ascending regions
- Smaller CRE in ascending regions consistent with less low clouds (less reflective) and more
high clouds (more greenhouse effect). Feature of both amip and picontrol.
- Relationship between low cloud response to SST change at local and monthly scale (mainly
annual cycle) and cloud feedback in forced climate change
 These results suggest that low cloud in GCMs primarly responds to local SST

In both piControl and amip, large sensitivity model:
- have Less top-heavy ω profile in subsiding regions  related to BL processes? Midlevel clouds ?
- are more stable in the BL  related to shallow convective mixing / turbulence ?
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